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QUESTION 1

A business has a requirement not to backorder specific items when inventory is not available. The business wants to
allow the item to be scheduled, assuming it can be procured within the allowed shipment delay window. How can this
requirement be implemented? 

A. Set UseUnplannedInventory flag at item catalog level. 

B. Configure assume infinite inventory beyond lead time as "Y" on the scheduling rule. 

C. Invoke findInventory API with UseUnplannedInventory flag as \\'Y\\' at the order line level. 

D. Invoke CreateOrder API with IsFirmPredefinedNode attribute as \\'Y\\' at the order line level. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

A customer purchased a DVD player from a store, and later realized that some of the required features were missing.
The customer tries to return the DVD player for a refund, but the sales order cannot be located in the Sterling
application. Which type of return should be created in the Sterling application? 

A. Refund Order 

B. Exchange Order 

C. Blind Return Order 

D. Speed Exchange Order 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

A business needs to configure a drop ship from a vendor to a customer directly with visibility into the purchase order
(PO) created by the vendor and status updates on the PO. What should be done to meet this requirement? 

A. 1. Model the vendor as a seller and node, where the organization does not have a hierarchical relation with the seller
organization on theorder.2. Do not check "Suppress chained order creation even if seller requires" setting.3. Run
Chained_Order_Create to create the purchase order.PO getting shipped will result in the corresponding sales order line
being shipped. 

B. 1. Model the vendor as a seller and node, where the organization has a hierarchical relation with the seller
organization on the order.2. Check the "Suppress chained order creation even if seller requires" setting.3. Run
Chained_Order_Create to create the purchase order.PO getting shipped will result in the corresponding sales order line
being shipped. 

C. 1. Model the vendor as a seller and node, where the organization has a hierarchical relation with the seller
organization on the order.2. Check the "Suppress chained order creation even if seller requires" setting.3. Run
Chained_Order_Create to create the PO. Place custom logic on PO "Shipped" event to update the corresponding sales
order status to"Shipped". 
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D. 1. Model the vendor as a seller and node, where the organization does not have a hierarchical relation with the seller
organization on theorder.2. Implement a listener on the PO pipeline that updates the sales order pipeline.3. Implement
custom logic to stamp the PO\\'s delivery location as customer\\'s address.PO getting shipped will result in the
corresponding sales order line being shipped. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

A customer places an order for four units of an item, while only three units are available. The business has a
requirement to only allow full quantity reservations (i.e. disallow partial reservations). Which of the following can MOST
efficiently accomplish the requirement for full quantity only reservations? 

A. Customize the solution to fetch the inventory picture before the reserveOrder is invoked. 

B. Set AllocationRuleID on reservation input, where the rule ID has "Line Ship complete" constraint enabled. 

C. Configure "Attempt to reserve the complete quantity of an order line." on Sales Order -> Fulfillment -> Fulfillment
Rules -> Reservations. 

D. No actions are required. By default, the out-of-the-box product allows only full quantity reservations. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following functionalities is NOT available in Sterling Store? 

A. Cycle Count 

B. Ship from store 

C. Backroom Pick 

D. Receive at store 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

An organization is configured as an enterprise and a seller, but it does not maintain inventory. The inventory is
maintained externally. When a customer places an order for five units of item X, the system needs to determine whether
five units of the item are available to fulfill the demand. How can a solution designer enable Sterling Order Management
to fetch the availability picture maintained by the external system? 

A. Implement YFSGetExternalInventoryUE to fetch the inventory picture of the external system. 

B. Implement INVGetDemandCorrectionsUE to fetch the inventory picture of the external system. 

C. Enable the ATP rules to determine the availability of a product item for current and future demand. 
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D. Invoke syncInventoryDemand API to synchronize the inventory picture between the external system and the Sterling
Order Managementdatabase. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

In a current implementation of Sterling Selling and Fulfillment Suite, there is a business requirement to add additional
columns to the YFS_ORDER_HEADER table, and these changes are made in the database extension XML file. This
change has caused the getOrderDetails API output template to be extended. Which two JAR files must be rebuilt for
these changes to take effect? 

A. tools.jar 

B. entities.jar 

C. dbtools.jar 

D. properties.jar 

E. resources.jar 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 8

Which of the following is true when upgrading between two major versions of Sterling Order Management, for example,
from V8.5 to V9.2? 

A. Migration must be run between each minor release. 

B. Channel applications can be upgraded in a phased approach. 

C. V9.2 can be installed in the same directory as the existing V8.5. 

D. In a Multi Schema installation, all colonies need to be migrated at once. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

A business has three distribution centers (DC) and 300 stores across the country. Some items are only available in
stores. The business has the facility to move inventory from the stores to the DC, and vice versa. It takes one day to
transfer inventory. The business has the following requirements: 1.Inventory should first ship from DC, then if
necessary, from the stores (first considering stores closest to the Ship To Address). 2.The order should be fulfilled as
long as inventory exists somewhere. 3.The business guarantees that (nonbackordered) items are shipped to the
customer within three days of order creation. Which two of the following options can MOST EFFICIENTLY model this
fulfillment requirement? 

A. Create a region based (i.e. East / West / Central) sourcing rules with each having ->-sequence 1 as Source from
Distribution Group that includes all DC and All Stores 
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B. Create region based (i.e. East / West / Central) sourcing rules with each having ->-sequence 1 as Source from All
Nodes of Type "DC"-sequence 2 as Source from All Nodes of Type "Store" 

C. Create region based (i.e. East / West / Central) sourcing rules with each having ->-sequence 1 as Source from
Distribution Group that includes all DC-sequence 2 as Source from Distribution Group that includes first priority group of
stores-sequence 3 as Source from Distribution Group that includes second priority group of stores 

D. Create region based (i.e. East / West / Central) sourcing rules with each having ->-sequence 1 as Source from All
Nodes of Type "DC"-sequence 2 as Source from All Nodes of Type "Store" within radius of 500 KM of Ship To Address-
sequence 3 as Source from All Nodes of Type "Store" within radius of 1500 KM of Ship To Address 

E. Create a region based (i.e. East / West / Central) sourcing rules with each having ->-sequence 1 as Source from DC-
sequence 2 as Source from All Nodes of Type "Store" within radius of 50 KM of Ship To Address-sequence 3 as Source
from All Nodes of Type "Store" within radius of 100 KM of Ship To Address-sequence 4 as Source from All Nodes of
Type "Store" within radius of 150 KM of Ship To Address-sequence 5 as Source from All Nodes of Type "Store" within
radius of 200 KM of Ship To Address-sequence 6 as Source from All Nodes of Type "Store" within radius of 250 KM of
Ship To Address- etc.... 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 10

A retailer\\'s delivery rules do not allow shipping for an open box television (TV) that is more than 150 miles away.
However, they do support moving this TV through a network of stores that are spread throughout the country, until it
reaches a store that supports delivery to the customer. The retailer needs to configure such a multi-hop transfer of
inventory through the supply chain and provide an accurate promise date to a customer who is over 1000 miles away
from the store with the open box TV. In order to do so, Sterling Order Management considers all the following
configuration settings EXCEPT for: 

A. Receiving store calendar. 

B. Receipt Processing Time. 

C. Delivery resource pool capacity. 

D. Transfer relationship across stores. 

Correct Answer: C 
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